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ABSTRACT

A variational formalism that includes in a consistent way the tokamak plasma fluid

response to an electromagnetic field as well as the particle-field resonant interaction effects is

presented. The integrability of the unperturbed motion of the particles is used to establish a

general functional similar to the classical Lagrangian for the electromagnetic field, which is

extremum with respect to the field potentials. This functional is the sum of fluid terms closely

related to the classical MHD energy and of resonant terms describing the kinetic effects. The

formalism is used to study a critical issue in tokamak confinement, namely the sawteeth

stabilization by energetic particles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Linear electromagnetic instabilities in tokamak plasmas have been thoroughly studied

during the two last decades. The large scale modes (kink, tearing, interchange...), which are of

major importance, have received several well established theoretical descriptions. The well

known MHD energy principle is a major tool in the analysis of these linear instabilities. That

principle takes into account the plasma fluid response to the electromagnetic perturbation

5E,5B. However, that response excludes any secular energy transfer from an oscillatory mode

to the particles. Such a transfer occurs in the resonant layer where the MHD constraint 5E7/ = O

is removed. It may also occur under the MHD constraint by the transit time magnetic pumping

on ions, Le. by the resonant effect of the cyclotron averaged hamiltonian -JiSB// - e5A±-vG1

(VG = guiding center velocity, OA = -J SE dt). For MHD modes at moderate P, the

compressional term -u,5B// is small. On the contrary, the torsional term -e5Aj/vGi may lead to

an effective power coupling between the MHD mode and the particles, and thereby to heating

schemes (KOECHLIN and SAMAIN,1971) and to new classes of kinetics instabilities due to

the thermal ion gradient (SAMAIN,1973; MIKHAILOVSKY,1973; MAZUR and

MlKHAILOVSKY,1977). The power coupling is proportional to the energy of the resonant

ions and similar instabilities may be expected from suprathermal ions (LIU CHEN et al., 1984;

VAN DAM et o/.,1986). In fact, the hamiltonian perturbation -eSAj_-vGJ_ significantly modifies

the reactive response of the ion population. In particular, it plays a major role, through the

reactive response of energetic trapped ions, in the theoretical interpretation which has been

given to several phenomena such as fishbones (JOHNSON et a/.,1982; MC. GUIRE et

a/.,1983; UU CHEN et a/.;1984), sawteeth stabilization (JET TEAM,1988; HOSEA et al.,
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1990; WHITE et a/.,1989; COPPI et al., 1989) obtained in experiments with strong additional

heating.
The aim of this work is first to develop a Lagrangian formalism that includes in a fully

consistent way the description of tokamak fluid response as well as the particle-field

interactions. The basic Lagrangian is the usual gauge invariant functional of the vector and

scalar potential (8A,8U), in which the response (8j,5p) of each particle species (s) is described

by L5 = J d3x ( 5j-8A-Sp8U). This integral is simply linked to the integral J d3xd3p 8F8H

where SH and SF are the perturbations of the hamiltonian and the distribution function. Using

the integrability of the unperturbed trajectories, and the correlated existence of angular and

action variables, the latter integral may be explicited in terms of (SA1SU) in standard forms

(SAMAIN, 1970) which clearly display the reactive and active effects, within or without the

MHD constraint (DUBOIS and SAMAIN, 1980). The imaginary part of the Lagrangian gives

the power coupled to particles. The real part is related to the energy variation of the field plasma

system. The Lagrangian thus provides a precise and flexible alternative to the former MHD

energy principles taking into account the energy of the individual particles under adiabatic

constraints (KRUSKAL and OBERMAN, 1958; TAYLOR and HASTIE, 1965; VAN DAM et

al., 1982). It generalizes also the MHD variational expressions including kinetic effects derived

from the gyrokinetic equation (ANTONSEN et al., 1981; LIU CHEN et al., 1984).

The above formalism is then applied to analyse the possible stabilization by a population

of energetic ions of the MHD mode N=I resonant on the q=l surface which triggers the

sawtoothing activity. It is stressed that the trapped component of such a population has a small

influence compared to that of the passing component. For a relatively low energy content, the

mode is stabilized under the MHD constraint, while remaining strongly unstable with a large

positive A' if a tearing structure is allowed in the q=l resonant layer. Such a kink tearing

situation is considered in the previous studies (WHITE et o/.,1989; COPPI et al., 1989), the

mode behaviour in the resonant layer being assumed linear and the stabilization in presence of
resistivity relying, in a narrow window I/A' = S'1/3, on diamagnetic effects (MIGLIUOLO et

al., 1991). Our approach is different and complementary: the stabilization threshold is

calculated, whatever the effective A', by assuming a non linear island regime in the q=l

resonant layer. We use a consistent current response in that layer (SAMAIN.1984;

KOTSCHENREUTHER et al., 1985) taking into account the resistivity, the particle diffusion
and the stabilizing average curvature of the flux lines.
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E. LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC DSfSTABILITIES IN TOKAMAKS

ÏÏ.1 Tokamak equilibrium

A tokamak axisymmetric equilibrium configuration B=VxAeq with nested magnetic

surfaces OF(x)=poloidal flux/2jt) is considered The poloidal angle 6 is defined by:

B-ve

In absence of collisions, the equilibrium distribution function for each species s (charge e and

mass m) is a constant of motion: F(x,p) = F(H,u,,3f) where H(x,p), n(x,p) and

MX.P) = Rp<p = eW + RmVq, are the energy, the magnetic momentum and the azimuthal

momentum, while v(x,p) = (p - CA0-(X))M is the unperturbed velocity. The integrability of

the unperturbed panicle trajectories means the existence of canonically conjugated angular and

action variables ij^fcp), Jk(x,p) (k=l,2,3) with the two following properties:

(x,p) = f (<|> J) are Zjr-periodic in $k

H(x,p)=H(J)

so that the variables <j> = ((J)1, ̂ «fo) vary linearly in time: d^/dt = 9H(J)/3Jk = cok(J) and

J = (J1J2J3) are constants of motion. The set J is equivalent to the set (H,p,5W) and the

equilibrium distribution function is a function of J

For given (H,|i,iW), the drift surface of the guiding center xG(x,p) is parametrized by the

poloidal and toroidal phases 9G. q>G. The set of angular and action variables (<(> J) can be related

to the Kruskal variables q>c(x,p) (fast variable) and {H, u, M, 9G. <pG} (x,p) (slow variables).

One may choose sp, so that it specifies the gyrophase q>c

^ = <Pc(x,p) + gc(H,Ji,M,eG.(pG) (1)

where gc is a slo-.v variable such that d^/dt = u)c+vG-3gc/3xG = O)1(J). One then have

J1 = - (m/e) u. One may choose the variables $3 and (J)2 so that they specify <po and GG,
respectively:
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0G = (J)2 + gQc(H,n,5tf,<|>2) (circulating domain) (2)
QC = g8i(H,p.,3if,<t>2) (trapped domain)

where g^, g9c and get are 2^-periodic in <|>2 and determined by the fact that d<(>2ydt = CO2,;
One then have J3 = St£ For trapped particles J2 is the longitudinal adiabatic invariant

i pn
J2 =2Ï J«i=0 mvG//dXG//

whereas for circulating panicles J2 is determined by

h = 6T1010Jd31(Ĵ e) + ~ JJ^0 mvG//dxc//

C? toroidal C?)=toroidal flux/2n). Note that all functions of the slow variables (H,)i,xG) or
(H,(i,f/vf,9G,(pG) are functions of (J,<t>2,<!>3).

Being given a dynamical variable V(x,p), we will extensively use the notation Vn(J)
where n is a triplet of integers nj,n2,n3 such that

The following relation holds

J V(x,p)W(x,p)* d3x d3p = J V(x,p) W(x,p)* d3J d3<()

J v
tt(J) Wn(J>" d3J d3<() = S vn(J) Wn(J)* d3J (2re)3 (3)

The unperturbed operator -r takes the form

< V)» = t V(X'P) ' H(J)i- = ̂ kWkVn (4)

and generaUy, a Poisson bracket of the form { V(x,p), K(J) } = - - •
is determined by

r\ij-
(V(X1P)5K(J)In = Ui^Vn (5)

For instance: {V,J3]n = in3Vn.
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n.2 General Lagrangian expression

The deviation from thennodynamical equilibrium may induce unstable electromagnetic

fields 5E(x,t), SB(x,t) deriving from an electric potential 8U(x,t) and a vector potential

8A(x,t)

5B =V x 6A

8U(x,t) = U(x) exp(-iœt) + c.c.

5A(x,t) = A(x) exp(-icot) + c.c.

The oscillating field 8B, 5E perturbs the particle trajectories and induces for each species s a

charge density perturbation 8p = p (x) exp(-icot) + c.c. and a current density perturbation

5j = j (x) exp(-icut) + c.c. which linearly depend on U(x) and A(X). The Maxwell equations

can be expressed in a variational form whose functional, bilinear in U ,A and in U,A, is the

extension of the Lagrangian for electromagnetic fields

£(U*,A*;U,A) = Aacuum+ Z £ s (6)
s

where Aacuum = -^ J d3x (V x A)-(V x A*) + E0 J d3x (iu>A-VU)-(-icoA*-VU*)

and for each species s: LJ,. (U*.A*;U,A) = J _d3x ( j- A*-pU*)

To satisfy the causality principle, the functional L is defined by (6) along the line Im(co)=+0

and then analytically continued in the complex plane o>. It is then gauge invariant. Assuming

that along a closed boundary around the plasma: A131188n̂ 31=O and U=O, the Maxwell equations

are satisfied, i.e., the field 5U, 8A is an eigenmode, when the functional L, is extremum with

respect to U and A , considered here independent of U and A. As L, is linear in U and A ,

this principle implies the relation JIf=O, giving the complex eigenfrequency oo if the geometrical

structure U(x), A(X) is known. Generally, if an oscillating perturbation SU, SA with a real

frequency to is applied hi the plasma by antenna currents, the power which is transferred to the

field plasma system within the superconducting cavity is 2w Im(JJ). If, for the considered class

of (U(x),A(x),cb real) , this coupled power cancels, i.e., Im(X) = O, the functional L becomes

a real hermitian form -£(U,A; CD) , which is absolutely extremum in U,A for an eigenmode.

The energy variation of the field plasma system due to the presence of the field SU, SA is then
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well defined, for instance it is given by ox) £/3ou for an eigenmode (LANDAU and LIFSHTTZ,
1960). For an applied 8U, 8A with co-» O , the energy variation, comparable to the classical

MHD energy if SEf = O, is given by - L.

Introducing for each species the perturbation Sf = ( f(x,p) exp(-io)t) + c.c.) of the
equilibrium distribution function F(x,p), the charge and current density perturbations are given

by

P = Jd3P ef and J = J d 3 p ( e v f - ^ A F )

The functional L*. is then given by

Ls (U*,A*;U,A) = - J d3x d3p f h* - J d3x -̂ - A-A* ; n(x) = J d3p F(x,p)

where h is the hamiltonian perturbation associated to the fields U(x) and A(X)

h(x,p) = e (U(x) - v(x,p).A(x)) (7)

This hamiltonian perturbation and the distribution function perturbation f are expanded as

Fourier series in ( ,̂« .̂(fe

h(x,p)= hn(J) exP

f(x,p) =

and the perturbed Vlasov equation expressed in (J,<j>) using (4)(5) gives for f,,

_ nk9F/3Jkrn —

Using (3) one then derives

"n

J (2*)3d3J J&Qt-^ . J d3x J^ A-
J -n+ J m

(8)

The first term is a bilinear form in U A and U,A through the linear dependence of hn in U A
shown in (7). *

The coefficients hn=aiJWl3(J) for the various values of the integer nt are related to the
Fourier components of the variable h(x,p) along the fast Kmskal variable <pc. Writing
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h(x,p) = ]T Kp(H,p.,xG) exp ipcpc (9a)
p

the relation (1) implies that

hwwijCJ) 8(nrP) = (Kp(H1Ji^G) exp ipc(x, )B (9b)

In particular the average of h(x,p) over the cyclotronic motion
Z-K

K0(H,ii,xG) = ̂  J h(H,mtG.9c) d<Pc = Joh i Jo = cyclotron averaging operator

satisfies the following identities:

=O if

On the other hand, we may state in a tokamak that the perturbation (A,U) exhibits a definite

toroidal number N, so that h(x,p) = h'(H,p.,i*f,(pc>9o) exp iN«pG . We then have in view of

(1,2): hn=niJUJ,3(J) = O if n3 *N so that the summations in (8) have to be performed only over

ÏÏ.3 Application to slow perturbations

A first transformation of the functional (6),(8) can be obtained by substituting in (8)

(using the identities J1 = - ™ \L and J3 =fM). It then results that

-Ms = -'-'adiabatic + - î + -Miiamagneiic (10)
where

f V f 3 3 / dF\ * C 3 3 e^ *
-Midiabauc= 2* J (2ft) d J (- g|j) hnhn -J d x d p F — A-A

i.e. using (3)

= JdWp(-||e*|u-A.,|2-F£|A|2)
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3F ^ M3F e 3F
3 ^H Nâl*-rEniâlZ u ,

d3J - — - ~ hnhn

3F ,T8F
+ 1%— :

A' (11)

We will consider slow perturbations with a frequency co and wave number k such that co, the

transit frequencies k/jv//, Ic1V0 and the diamagnetic frequencies

1 T - " F3H

are much smaller than the cyclotron frequency G)0 = -eB/m. We will assume to simplify in a

first step a vector potential perturbation A = A11(X) B/B directed along the equilibrium field.

The hamiltonian perturbation becomes: h(x,p) = e (U(x) - v//(x,p)A//(x)) . The functional

Adiabaùc 1113Y ̂ 6 simplified by putting F(H,p.,ftO = F(x,v±,v//) and using the relation

3F 3F . 3F

It comes

(13)

The fonctionnai Jl^ involves resonant denominators ((O-nfcCBk) where the average cyclotronu n o n n a j1 nvoves resonant enomnaors (O-ntCBk were e average cycotron

frequency O)1 plays a dominant role since H1^O. The detailed structure of L^ determines the

resonant cyclotron coupling of a perturbation. In the present case of a slow perturbation, such a

resonance is absent and L^ is real. We then simply write, using (3),(4),(9b)

L9. = S J d3x d3p ( -£ pg ) K11-(H1Ji, X0)K^(H,*!, XG) ( 1 + O( ̂ - ))
s r-

where the variable Kp1 is such that (Kp'exp(i pq)c))n = (Kp6xp(i p(pc))n/ (cû-nkcùk), i.e., in
view of (4)

=T (im 4 ) (Kp1 exp(i pcj) = - p^ exp(i pq)c) Kp'

so that
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Estimating Kp from (9a), we obtain for IcxD0 <1:

= - J d3x d3p ̂  |- %- !VJ-U(XG) * VG7xVxA7Xx0)I
2 ; pc = vx/coc (14b)

We may finally write

= Vacuum + X ( -^adiabauc + -^l + -MKamagnelic ) (15)

specified by (11),(13),(14). The fonctionnai -Cdiamagnetic contains the resonance effects and is
the only tenn in (15) which contributes to the coupled power 2<a Im(JJ) for real Cu. In view of

(9c), one may replace in (11) the variable h by its cyclotron average Joh = CJ0(U-V77A//) namely

I J (2K)3d3j||- |(J0h)J2 (16)
n=0,n2,N

 J n -

It still results from (9c) that the restriction n = 0,n2,N is automatically satisfied in (16), i.e. the

summations over H=O1Hj^N may be replaced by the summations over n= I11H21H3. The

expression (15) may be usefully applied in the case of micromodes. However, for large scale

MHD modes, the adiabatic term X^a^c an^ *e rca^ P3*1 0^ -Alianiagnenc ten(i to nave opposite
values. It is then necessary to recalculate the sum Adiabatic

n.3 Large scale slow perturbations.

It is convenient to make explicit the parallel electric field E/7 by introducing a new field a
defined by

ieoa = itoA7/ - V77U = E77

The hamiltonian perturbation J0h in (16) can then be expressed as:

T K T / i(oU - V'VU vrVj.U xJ0h = e J0( - : - + -±.-i- - v/7a )
10) 1(0

Using the properties of the hamiltonian motion (4), the v- VU = dU/dt term can be explicited as
(V-VU)n = inkoakUn so that:
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where

(J0U). -e JJ0U)no>

U'(H,n,xG) = J o r - v/ya
10)

We may then write (16) : Aiamagnetic = £ + Aesonant ' where

d'jL- I J
H=H11H21H3

e2( 5^ (J0-U)n (J0-U)n* H- (U'n(j0-U)n* + c.c. ) )e
CO

I Jd 3xd 3pfe 2f^U' nU n* (17)
n=0,n2,N

 J

Still applying (3),(4),(5) to L, we may write (15) as

it

= Aacuum + S (A + Aesonant + ^ ) (18)

L= J d'xd'p ( -§e2îu|2 + ||Rf e2 (IAjV(A77U*+ A/U)) )

+ ReJ d3x d3p e2( ̂  (J0U) H- || (J0U1^l ) (J0U - (J0U; H- 2U')"

In the previous expressions we have

(19)

where VGJ_ = - i ( jiVB H- mvc//
2 ̂ ) x ̂  and b/7 = - (Vx ̂ )11

One notice that JL^ and -£ are integrals over space x,p which do not involve the angular and

action variables, i.,e., the guiding center trajectory effects. The Poisson bracket { J0U,itf] is

calculated at lowest order in kjjpc using
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= eT(xG) + OC(XG) vo// ; a =

Gj} =- (VXixVXj) . 2 , {xG,mvc//} = B -5^ ( X B

0, {M.,VG//} =0

lead'ng to
B{J0U,flf} = J0(

 Vli I B (eVy + VG// (Va + a ̂  )) +£V"U )
en A,

The identification which follows of the MHD terms in L^ and L is done using (12) and the

expressions of the particle density n, pressure p and current densities //, for each species at

equilibrium

(n,pj.,p//) = J d3p (l.iiB.mv//2) F and //, = J d3p F ev,,

noticing that

V(n,px,P//) = J d3p (^(eV^ + V11 Va) - 1| U^)

We obtain from (18)
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-Mnagn + -Aneria + Bearing + -^interchange + -M3//
 + -Ml + 2- -^resonant (20)

where .̂sonant is given by (17),(19) and

-£ J dM iv»<A,,f >!*+ I 1^

. • S R= J A E(IvxUp +R5 ICO

-Z

J A ft^vg ( ^ 1 4 ^ ( 1 . a%,,) )

J - \
— )/,

We have put for each assembly

. 4IfM) B_ . ._ ^Px B,
* A T^"\^J- V | X X I * " 1 ^ ~ ~ * —

F dilf B ne B

X1-/ dW! = -(2pi+/ d 3 p § ( ) 2 ) ; X//=J d^p^
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The functional A generally introduces a small dependence of L, on the field a compared to that
introduced by Aesonam 4^ °f course cancels under the MHD constraint a = A// - V^U/ico = O.
The functional A// is negligible for the present torsional gauge (Ax= O, A//, U) but potentially
contains the associated compressional effects as we will see below. The functional Anagn is
derived from Aacuum bv neglecting the current displacement and including the term | VxA7J

2

p. The functional Anntia is formed (at lowest order in r/R to simplify ) with the terms of
and of L" which depend on at and U as (l-J0

2)|u| and J0
2U(VxUyIo)) . The sum of the

latter terms, taking into account the electruneutraliry at equilibrium, cancels for JQ=! and is then
also proportional to (1-J0

2) - (k±pc)
2. The funetionals Bearing and Auerchange a16 formed with

the terms of C scaling as (V1UTiO))(V77UTiCu)" and | VxUAw |2 , respectively, and are calculated
exactly at lowest order in kxpc. The eq. (20) gives a value of Anagn + Aearing + Amerchange
consistent with the MHD energy given by (KRUSKAL and OBERMAN, 1958; TAYLOR and
HASTIE, 1965), for the displacement Cx = iBxVU/coB2 consistent with the present gauge. The
classical MHD energy SW for isotropic assemblies (3F/d|i=0, p//=pr=p)

25W = J d3x( i 1 Vx (Cx B)|2+(^.VPtot)div C* - J101(SB* * C) + yptot |div c|2) ; Ptot = 2 p

taking div( C) = div( C77BTB + Cx) = O, is closely related to the sum Anagn + Aearing +

Interchange.

-28W = Ln^ (A// = V;/U / ico) + £iearing +

JJ .
B 10) a ico

where the last term is of order P Aearmg-

Only the functional Aesonant contributes to the coupled power 2o> Im(L) for real CD,

both by the Landau effect due to the parallel electric field (the term vc// a in (19) ) and by the

torsional magnetic pumping due to the transverse electric field ( the term vcx-VxU / ico ). The

strong dependence of Aesonam on a tends to produce the MHD constraint a = O when one
extremalize L with respect to U* for given A//. One must stress that , even outside the

resonant layers, that constraint is not exactly fulfilled. The dependence of Aesonani on

vcx'̂ i.U / ico is the crucial element in the extended MHD principles taking into account the

kinetic effects. A recent version of the extended MHD energies (LIU CHEN et al., 1984) is

based on the calculation of £-VP, where the pressure tensor perturbation P is derived in terms

of the displacement ç from the gyrokinetic equation: it may be considered as a special case of
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the Lagrangian developped in this paper for the specific gauge A=C x B, U=O, (B = equilibrium
field), leading to L$ = - J d3x ( J* B)-J;, where for each species 5j * B is related to P if the

inertia effects are neglected.

n.4 Compressional effects

The restricted gauge Ax=O, A//, U may be extended by returning to the general
expression (8) with a field Ax, A//, U. We assume that Ax then corresponds to a small

transverse electric perturbation ituAx « -VxU. For isotropic assemblies, transforming L, in

the form (10) it appears that the presence of Ax in -Adiabanc nas ̂  influence on L^eni* onty
and may be tentatively neglected for slow modes. The influence of Ax is then introduced by

•^diamagnetic S^m by (16), with J0(U-V77A77) replaced by J0(U-VxA1-V77A7/). The
transformation leading to (18) is still valid except that we have now instead of (19)

U' = J0 (
vr( - Ax) - v/7a) = J0 (VGX-( - Ax) - vG//a + ̂  b/7)

where b/7 = (Vx ( - -̂ - + Ax))77
Uu

One may impose that, for given U, A//, b//, the term proportional to Ax in the final expression

(20) cancels. The influence of Ax in that expression then reduces to the fact that b// has the
value (Vx (- VxUXi(B + Ax))7/ instead of (Vx(-VxU/io> ))7/ and to the change of

Assuming the MHD constraint A7/ - V//U/ia> = O, one must take

ICO

It is equivalent to express that Lis an extremum in Ax* or to express that -£h,agn -f Lb/. is an
extremum in b//*. This leads to

h -„ ( VPtot*B VxU /SdJaV71Ub// = Mo(-—^ :— + g — f — )

where JqxJJa=R dp^/dy is the diamagnetic current taken in the toroidal direction. The functional
L then reduces to
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*''U) * - IL: J ^* I(V X ~T->J-I + AwtU + -^tearing + ^interchange
r*v J Iu)

-"resonant

where

f f * T n 3 V , , Cl^iaM-^tearing = ^tearing+ J ^ X U0^ ^

and
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m. APPLICATION TO SAWTEETH STABILIZATION
BY AN ENERGETIC POPULATION

The MHD mode which triggers the sawtooth instability may be described by potentials

I)1SA7Xx,!)) = (U(X)1A7Xx)) exp(-io)t) + c.c. (except for compressional effects) with a

main component exp i(N(p+m6), N=l,m=-l resonant on the surface I=T1 where q=l:

(U(x),A/7(x)) =(U(r), A77(T)) exp i(<p-8) + c.c ) + components N=l,m=(0,-2)...

The constraint icoa = IwA77 -V77U = O which applies in the MHD domain outside the resonant

layer around the surface T=T1 is written

As we will consider situations where the mode is stabilized, i.e., has a slow evolution, it is

natural to consider tearing structures, with A77(r) # O of the same sign everywhere. The

contribution -£MHD of the MHD domain to the functional L, is derived from the expression (20)

or (IS) taking a = O. A first task performed in the next section will be to extremalize that

functional for given A77(ri).This will lead to an expression

IMHD=^ A1 A77(T1)A77V1); J=ZnRIm1 (21)

where the coefficient A' generalizes the usual A' for cylindrical tearing modes. The expressions

(20) (15) could also be used in the non MHD layer, in a context where the plasma response is

linear and collisionless, the resonant behaviour of the plasma being determined by Landau

effects. In fact, the collisionality and the particle diffusion play a major role in that behaviour

On the other hand, for very small island widths Sisi, such that CA3k/7/3r > to and Alfven

resonances are no longer possible, the plasma reaches a non linear equilibrium state within the

island structure. Assuming a constant resonant component A77(r) = A77(I1) across the layer, it is

possible in various regimes to determine for each species «he current and charge density

perturbation p,j7/ from U1A77 . One may then build up the layer contribution -£iayer as defined

by (6) (where the vacuum term is in practice negligible ). Because of the non linear dependence

of p,j7/ in UA// , the functional L^0 is non linear in (UA//) while it remains of course linear
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in (U*,A//*). Again, after proper extremalizations to eliminate the magnetic components
N=l,m=(0,-2) and the potential U, one is led to a function of A77(ri), A//(ri)*

-^layer = -A^et (A/Ari) A//(ri);Re(eo) Jm(Ou)) , linear in A77Vi)

The relation JL= AVIHD + -Aayer = 0 1^611 allows to derive Re(co) and y = Im(Cu). It will appear
that the cancellation of Im(JL) determines Re(Cu) in term of the diamagnetic frequencies in the
resonant layer. The growth rate y is then determined by cancelling Re(JL). Recalling that, for
CO=O, a positive value of Re(jC) corresponds to a negative energy variation of the field - plasma
system, one may anticipate that the various contributions to RC(^MHD) and Re(-£]ayer ) will be
stabilizing (destabilizing) if they are negative (positive).

DIl MHD Domain

The simplest situation is obtained when one neglects the thermal $: the dominant terms

in the expression (20) of £MHD are then JL1n^, Aearing and possibly the terms AmschangeH
and AesonantH related to energetic ions s=H. In the expression (17, 19) of -£resonam> me

resonant denominators Cu-Q2(B2-NCUs related to the variable U' can be expressed for trapped
particles as CO-H2CO11-Ca11 , cob and cod being the bounce frequency and the banana precession
frequency around the major axis. For passing particles CO2 and Cu3 are the time averaged
revolution frequencies around the magnetic and major axis so that CO-H2CO2-NCu3 = co-k77v/7,
where k/7 is the parallel wave number of the variable lT(H,p.,5f,xG), which is of order 1/qR.
One finally finds that if for the energetic ions to < cod "K(CO1, ,v7/qR), the term n2=0 for trapped
panicles is dominant in -^esonamH- ̂ e have for those particles:

= J U'(H,H,xG) exp-i(n2<!>2+N<!>3) d<j>2d<|>3/(2jt)2

where XG is taken as a function of (H,n,^M) and the phases Oj)21(J)3) of the bounce and banana
precession motion. In view of (2) 6G = SGI (H.n.fW,^), 2x periodic in (J)2, determined by

2n
qde- 2ï- f. -

and <pc = 03 + q^cr - ̂  th611 comes, for q- 1«!
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2* In
d9 1 d91 f

J

; v,V0 = - VG cos9

The MHD <u,uvit> t^es place at frequencies (B of order of the diamagnetic frequency of thermal

particles 00*^« œ*H. It has been recognized by (WHITE et a/.,1989; COPPI et al., 1989) that

the term AesonantH Plays a stabilizing role if O) « w-codH = -tudH. We will make that

assumption in the following. The functional AeamaniH *s *en rea^ For 3^ isotropic energetic

population of pressure pnCr), one derives from (22)

AesonantH - 0.8 J d'x ^ |A//(r)|2 (23)

and AesonantH varies as 1 / (1-q)2 for a given magnetic perturbation A//. Compared to the

destabilizing term Aearing in AiHD- scaling as (l-q)° for given A//, the functional AesonamH

may then be significant for the small (1-q) values expected within the q=l surface. However,

AesonantH must &e dominant compared to the destabilizing functional AuerchangeH which also

scales as 1 / (1-q) . This is indeed the case when the energetic ions assembly is isotropic, or at

least contains the same number of passing particles as of trapped panicles around the separatrix

(IB013x=H. Indeed, the region of unfavourable curvature v -VG > O then balances the region of

favourable curvature v*-vc < O and lowers by an order in r/R the value of AwerchangeH' which

then becomes small compared to AeamamH- C"n *e omer hand, if the energetic ion population

consists of trapped particles only, the value of AnterchangeH tends to cancel AesonantH- T*"5

may be deduced by a direct detailed comparison in the limiting case co — » O consistent with the

considered situation (0«Oi)dH (COPPI et al., 1989). The physical meaning of the cancellation of

AesonantH by AiuerchangeH is more apparent if one calculates the total contribution- Ai of the

trapped assembly to L, by using the expression (15) , taken in the limit ioA// -V^U=O and

00-» O, Le., U=O, <B=0 (SAMAIN et a/.,1991). it comes

-t->K = -MearingH + -^înterchangeH + -AesonantH =

|(A,,v;,WMI
Htra^ped H2 n2COb+0)d

readily found to be of order

f d3xd3p KjLtL |̂ yo|2 . f d3xd3p Fe! «L
Htrapped ^J * Humped l <»d
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Compared to (22), this gives Ln = O((l-q)2) AesonawH- completely negligible if l-q«l. This
means that the trapped energetic ions have a negligible response to a pure magnetic perturbation

Ay. On the other hand, the parallel current carried by the banana orbits

J
-v—

d3p5SïeRmv<pv//

H trapped

produces

/- _ f ,3. i-q MW jUfr) I2 T A R 9(8p//H{(Be8r))lA.(rt|2 r»4)
•UnngH — J d x

 rRB TT I (0 I ~ J d x rB(l-q) 97 |A//(r)| U4)

where p//n(r)= J d3pF mv//2 averaged over 9, q> on each magnetic surface r.
Htrapped

It appears that AwnigH = - (X-mterchangeH + Aesonanrft) =O((l-q)) AesonamH- 1» ^16 limil

o)«a)d the stabilizing effect of the energetic population is not due to its trapped component, but
rather to the neighbouring circulating component However, the energetic trapped ions have still
a small stabilizing influence, by a "hard core" effect: they contribute by ///H to the equilibrium
current ///tot without introducing the corresponding destabilizing term

The stabilizing efficiency of the energetic ion population is conveniently measured by its
action on the cylindrical A1 value of the tearing structure. For an isorropic energetic pressure

pn(r), the Euler equation obtained by extremalizing L,, then equal to An^n
 +

where the index O refers to r=0. For PH=U. the solution A//(r) of the equation (25) which is
regular at r=0 cancels at I=T1. This means that the (n=l, m=-l) mode is marginally unstable
under the MHD constraint A^)=O. On the other hand, the mode exhibits an infinite positive

A' and is strongly unstable as a tearing mode. A finite negative value of 3pH/3r in (25)
transforms the mode into a traditional tearing mode: the solution of (25) which is regular at r=0
keeps a finite value in the interval (Oj1), so that the value A'*= [3Log(A7/(r))/3r]ri may be
usefully defined. An exact solution of (25) can be constructed as a superposition of the two
independent solutions
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A7n= - r ( 1 - l/q(r) ) and A112 = A111F with F(r) = J 1^T (i-i/L))2

+OO ^

The potential A1n corresponds to the usual internal kink displacement. The determination of

F(r) hi the interval (O fi) is chosen so that Frl+= Frl.. For a parabolic q profile

1 (1-
F(r) " (1 - T2Ir1

2Y1P- Log|l-riV| - T

One approximately obtains (EDERY et a/., 1990) A' = A'H, with

J- =-£L. PH PgritH (26)

where si=(3Logq/3Logr)ri = 2(l-qo)and

For a given profile Pn(r)> A'H decreases from +00 at Pn=O to a more stable finite value at finite

pH. For a given value of pH, A'H also decreases towards more stable values when (1-qo)

becomes smaller. The values (26,27) are still valid if the considered isotropic assembly of

energetic ions is deprived of its circulating particles with vt/ » (r/R)1/2 vx. If it is left with

trapped particles only, the functional L reduces to Ln^ + -Bearing iheimai = Aiagï + Aearing
- AraiingH- When deriving the new Euler equation, X^^g generates the third term of (25),

which, because of the close relation between J/^r) and q(r), depends only on the equilibrium

profile q(r), assumed to be given. The only diffrence between the new Euler equation and (27)

is then that AesonawH given bX (23) is replaced by - -L\earingH given bv (24)- Finally, the values
of 3pu/drin (27) are the following:

- for an isotropic H assembly, pH(r) = pressure;

- if the assembly is deprived of its fast circulating panicles v/, » (r/R)1/2vx, pH is unchanged;

- for an H assembly consisting of trapped particles only,

^mustbereplacedby .^MR™S*j-^ (28)
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The Euler equation (25) implies after integration by pans an expression -£-MHD °^ me

form (21), with A'=A'H if the toroidal and thermal effects are ignored. These effects modify the

value A'H of A'. From the expression 5WMHD= SW C2, given in (BUSSAC et al., 1975), one

can estimate the modification for situations where the function A(r) is not far from the

cylindrical kink mode, i.e., when the value A77(T1)^O is small compared to the value A//(r)

within the bulk T-Cr1. This is the case when A'̂ »! and A'̂ »!. This imposes PH«Pcrit

and l/A'H = TI pH /si2. One may then show that:

— = — + - - - (29)
A' A'H A'thermal

where 1/A'thennai , representing the toroidicity and thermal pressure effects., is given by

u0R2 3 r-t rt
2
 2 R2.

2T2- - - 2 1"? (1'qo) ̂ " (PPo1 "Pcril)

A thermal «>sl D S1

where Pp0] is the usual Shafranov average within the surface r=rt and P01J1= 0.2:0.4 (BUSSAC

eraf.,1975).

in.2 Non linear behaviour of the resonant layer.

In a non linear equilibrium within the resonant layer, the perturbed parallel currents ///

and the perturbed density n which determine jC/iayer may be derived for each species, in the

frame rotating with the islands, from the continuity equation:

Vtf/^-divOievL) - (31)

which determines the variation of /// along the perturbed magnetic surfaces and from the
mechanical equation

F (32)

where F is the parallel fricu'onal force. The average of equation (32) taken over each magnetic

surface eliminates the parallel pressure gradient V7/p of the considered species and the

electrostatic component -V/7U of the parallel electric field E77 = -y SA7/ -V/7U in the island

frame. This gives the average value of Jn over each magnetic surface in term of the mode

growth rate y= Im(O)). In the Rutherford situation where one assumes ambipolar transverse
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motions: £ nevj_ = O, it results from (31) that the total current £ JH is constant, i.e. is equal to

its average value, over each magnetic surface. The functional -Liayer y then reduces to

where Sj51 is the island half width: Sj51 = J 8

(33)

A non ambipolar transverse current £ nev± ̂  O provides further contribution to £ JH

through (31). In the present case, we may neglect the finite Larmor radius effect and the

possibilities for a finite £ nevx are first, the effect of the drift VxR due to the curvature of the

flux lines (KOTSCHENREUTHER et al., 1985), and second, the drift vlturb due to the

transverse friction effects by the microturbulent modes, which is indeed non ambipolar for

small island widths S^S t̂ such that the microturbulent field is not affected by the island

structure.(SAMAIN,1984). This Vj^6 effect first leads to an imaginary term in -£jayer of the

form

i^Ktulb(Re(0))-c%)A(r1)A*(r1)

where (% is a combination of the diamagnetic frequency of thermal electrons oie and ions (B1

and K6J11, is a positive real quantity. That term, which expresses the power coupling of the

mode with the thermal particles in the layer, is in the present case the only imaginary
contribution to the functional L and must cancel as a result of the relation L = O. This

determines RC(GJ) = oa .̂ The vltutb effect produces a further real contribution to Xjayer ^

vth j k'flo'is! < (u and D/S^2 > eo, where D is the particle diffusion coefficient. Then the power

coupling mainly involves electrons so that co* = O^ and a positive, destabilizing contribution to

Aayer appears in presence of an electron thermal gradient. Assuming 8T/T3r > 3n/n3r, that

contribution is given by (SAMAIN,1984)

layer (34)

where P10J=2nQ(neTe+niTj)/B . One must stress that this effect applies only for small island

widths Sjjj, in practise such that D/S^> o>*. On the contrary, such a constraint does not apply

to the effect of the curvature drift V1x. That effect involves the stabilizing poloidal average of

that drift, proportional in the present case to si (Ppoi + li/2). The calculations given by

(KOTSCHENREUTHER et a/., 1985) leads to the following negative, stabilizing contribution

t°Aayer
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= 3 - - (^ S1 (Ppol + ̂  ))layer A^)A77Vi) (35)yer curv
p" 5I

That contribution is smaller than the quantity L^a ̂  and may be only significant when the

latter is no longer applicable, i.e., if D/o^2 > coe .

ffl.3 Discussion.

Expressing that the quantity £MHD + Aayer derived irom (21,29) and (33,34,35)

cancels provides the mode growth rate Y- The stabilization threshold (y=0) is given by the

general expression:

A'layer

(36)

where A'H and A1
6̂01131 are given by (26,27,28) and (30), while A';ayer is obtained by writing

Aayer nab + -^-layer cmv in the form (21). Anticipating that the layer must play a stabilizing role,

we may take

Jf* (Ppol + % ))layer, With D/8isl
2 < O)6* (37)

If one neglects the layer response , Le., if one puts A'layer= O in (36), one obtains 7 = O for

A'H = O. The mode is then stabilized as a normal tearing mode. This necessitates that the

values of |3Hand P01JtH are equal, and first of course that P61Jj H is positive. In view of (27b),

this is the case only if the radial position TH of the gradient 3pH(r)/3r is larger than the radius

r = 2T1TS where the function F(r) vanishes . If rH<r , P01J1 is negative and the hot ion pressure

gradient is unable to achieve a complete stabilization: A'H decreases as p increases but never

cancels. If rH>r , P01^H ^8 positive and a complete stabilisation can be obtained if P H given by
(27a^8) is larger than

P H = 2 %l-q0Xl-q(rH) (38)
TI

Typically, an isotropic energetic assembly H with a Pt01H= 10'2 can achieve that threshold for
and (1-q,,)
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If one now retains the stabilization contribution A'layerof the layer in the limit o^ -» O,

one obtains y = O for 1/A'H + l/^a^no. = °> *• e., for A'H = - A1Ch60113I. The mode is then

stabilized as a pure MHD mode. One may assume that _ PH «Petit "H- The stabilization is

achieved for 1/A'H = -T1 PH/S1
2= -l/^Aemai ,corresponding to the threshold pH _ _ _ _ „ _ _

2
(39)

which is essentiaUy the threshold given in (WHITE et a/.,1989; COPPI et al., 1989). For

P 1 = 1, the threshold (39) is typically 5 times smaller than the threshold (38). In fact, the limit

Si51 —» O ignores the possible destabilization of the layer due tc the turbulent friction effects. If

the latter is taken into account, the stabilization threshold PH, derived from (36,37), is given by

-<h 5 )̂"2 (40)
tUe

For particle diffusion coefficients D = Iin2/s and diamagnetic frequencies coe = 1O4S"1, the

minimum value of Sj51 is some cm. The two terms in the RHS of (40) are then of the same

order, meaning a substantial increase of the threshold PH with respect to the value (39).

IV. CONCLUSION

A new itinenary leading to a general variational formalism for the low frequency

perturbations in collisionless plasmas has been carried out. The associated functional

generalizes the electromagnetic Lagrangian. It takes into account the active and the reactive

response of the particles, and may deliver the coupled power as well as the energy variation of

the field plasma system. It is derived in terms of the particle distribution functions from a

general expression obtained by exploiting the hamiltonian nature of the particle motion and the

integrability of the unperturbed trajectories. That technique allows reliable extensions in new

situations, e.g., for relativistic particles. The functional may be used independently of the MHD

constraint, which is an approximate consequence of the extremalization for large scale modes.

Under that constraint, it is consistent with the available MHD energy principles.

The formalism has been applied to the problem of the stabilization of the N=l,m=-l

mode by energetic ions already considered by (WHITE et al, 1989) and (COPPI et al., 1989).

It appears that for small (1-q) within the q=l surface, an energetic ion population performing
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transit frequencies k^voj.»® can play a stabilizing role, through its slowly circulating

component rather than its trapped component. The stabilizing effect of the former component

results from its situation in the favourable curvature region. The trapped component, ia nearly

insensitive to the perturbation. It may have only a small stabilizing effect by contributing to the

plasma current in the same way as a hard core current. The response of the q=l resonant layer

plays an essential role in the stabilization process. It has been taken into account by assuming a

non linear island regime. The layer has the standard Rutherford behaviour when the effects of

the curvature of the flux lines and of the turbulent particle diffusion are neglected. The

stabilization then necessitates that the energetic ions transform the mods in a standard

marginally stable tearing mode (A'=0). This can be reached at a relatively moderate pressure of
rj

these ions (eq.38) scaling as (1-q). On the other side, the curvature effects in the layer increase

as 1/Sisi for small island widths Si5I- If these effects are introduced in the limit 5isl-»0, the

energetic ions has only to balance the destabilizing effect of thermal pressure in the MHD bulk.

The mode is then a kink tearing mode (1/A'=+0) stabilized by the favourable average curvature

in the layer. The threshold (eq.39) is significantly smaller than in the case (A'=0). It is

practically the same as given in the models by (WHITE « a/.,1989; COPPI et al., 1989) which

assume a diamagnetic stabilization of the kink tearing mode. However, the layer curvature

effect can only stabilize the mode above a critical island size, determined by the turbulent

diffusion: Sj51= (D/co)?'2. Such a critical 5 1̂ is in practise small but significantly increases the

stabilization threshold (eq.40). The observed stabilization thresholds could give an useful

information on the stabilizing or destabilizing effects taking place (with a divergent structure
o= 1/Sy) near the resonant layer of the tearing modes.

The authors would like to thank F. Porcelli for very interesting discussions on the
sawtooth stabilization problem.
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